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• CHAPTER 1 •

We were at home and we got a call from the zoo that 
the animals ran out of there cage.Then the zoo 
keeper said can you help me get the animals back in 
there cage.Sure said Alexa and Emery the detectives. 
then they got there boots and ran out the door to 
help the zoo keeper get the animals back in there 
cage. There are ten different animals to catch.

AT HOME 
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 They looked around the zoo just in case there were any animals in different 
cages. Next they looked in the parking lot to see if any of the small animals 
under the car. Then they looked in the trees if any monkeys were in the trees 
swinging in the trees. Alexa said look there is a monkey in the trees.Now we 
only have 9 more animals to go.The trees were so snowy that we could not see 
where the monkeys were going.We looked around the trees to see if we still saw 
the monkeys.Look said Emery there are the monkeys.
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                              Chapter 2 Try to find me

                    Look, said Alexa I found the monkey that was lost. Now we need to find 
only 9 more animals. They drove to the mall to see if any of the animals were at 
the mall.  At the mall they found an animal eating popcorn at the snack bar.  It 
was one of the chickens.  Only 8 more animals to go! 
  They continued to look around the mall.  At one of the department stores, 
they found an elephant trying on ladies clothes in the dressing room!  Now there 
is only 7 more animals to go!  
 After another search, they found a zebra trying on bikinis at Swim Shop. They 
decided to leave the mall and continue searching. Now there were 6 animals left to 
find!

They continued to look in the market to see if the goats were eating apples.No! 
There were no goats in the Market.
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                        Chapter 3

                                                  Then we looked around in the Nail Salon.Wait! look said  
Alexa there are the wart hog getting her nails done.Now we have 5 more animals to 
go.Next we went to the water park to see if the seals were there.We looked around the 
water park to see if the seals were playing in the water. Look! I said there is one of the 
seals. Now we only have 4 more animals to go.Next we looked in the Flower Park to see if 
the butterflies were on the flowers. Look! said Celyn there is one of the butterflies. Now 
we only have 3 more animals to go.Next they looked at the makeup store to see if the 
elephants were  getting a makeover. Look! said Emery there are two animals there the 
elephant and the penguin were there. Now we only have 1 animal to go. Where is a place 
where a giraffe would go?Alexa said maybe they would go to school.Lets! go said Emery 
before it is dinner time. We got there and we saw the last animal . Now we only have 0 
animal to go. Lets pack them in the car and drive back to the zoo and put them in there 
cage. 

THE END

you found me
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